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ON PURELY INFINITE C*-ALGEBRAS

JA A JEONG AND SA GE LEE

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We find conditions under which a quotient C*-algebra A/I of a

purely infinite C*-algebra A becomes purely infinite. S. Zhang proved that

if ^ is a (T-unital, simple, purely infinite C*-algebra, then a hereditary C-

subalgebra Ax is a stable or unital for each x of A+ . We prove the converse

for a completely u-unital infinite simple C*-algebra.

Introduction

A C*-algebra A is said to be infinite if A has an infinite projection and purely

infinite if the hereditary C*-subalgebra (xAx)~ contains an infinite projection

for each nonzero positive element x of A. Clearly, if A is purely infinite,

then A is infinite and every hereditary C* -subalgebra of A is purely infinite.

In [9], Zhang proved that a purely infinite simple C*-algebra A has the

property FS: the set of selfadjoint elements with finite spectra is norm dense

in Asa . It is well known [3] that A has FS if and only if its real rank RR(A)
is zero, that is, the set of invertible selfadjoint elements is norm dense in Asa .

Roughly speaking, RR(A) = 0 means that A abounds in its projections, so that

A satisfies LP: A is the closed linear span of its projections, but the converse

is not true in general.

There is a purely infinite nonsimple C*-algebra A with RR(A) ^ 0, for ex-

ample, the multiplier algebra Mt^®3f) of&t&J? [11], where & is the Calkin

algebra and 3? is the compact operators on the separable infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space. It was shown [3, 11] that if A is a C*-algebra, and if 7 is

a closed two-sided ideal of A, then RR(A) = 0 if and only if RR(I) = 0,

RR(A/I) - 0, and every projection in A/I lifts to a projection in A. It is

more or less known to experts that a similar result holds for the question of

extensions of purely infinite C*-algebras. In §2, we obtain partial results for

the quotients of purely infinite C*-algebras.

It is not known whether an infinite simple C*-algebra is purely infinite or

not. In §3, we will find a condition for an infinite simple C*-algebra to be

purely infinite.
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Throughout this note, Ax denotes the hereditary C* -subalgebra (xAx)~ of

A generated by a positive element x e A , and n: A —> A/1 denotes the canon-

ical *-homomorphism.

2. Quotients and extensions of purely infinite C*-algebras

Let 7 be a closed two-sided ideal in a C*-algebra A and ann(7) = {a £

A\al = la = 0} the set of all annihilators of 7 in A . Then ann(7) becomes a

closed two-sided ideal in A . If ann(7) = 0, then A can be regarded as a C*-

subalgebra of the multiplier algebra Af (7) of 7 . If 7 is a f-unital simple C*-
algebra with FS, then M(I)/I is purely infinite [6, Theorem 1.3], hence A/1
also becomes purely infinite whenever A/I sits in M(I)/I as a hereditary C*-

subalgebra. In particular, this happens when A is a hereditary C* -subalgebra

of M(I). In this section, we are interested in the case ann(7) ^ 0.

Theorem 1. Let A be a purely infinite C*-algebra and I a closed two-sided

ideal in A with ann(ann(7)) = 7. Then the quotient C* -algebra A/I is purely

infinite.
Proof. For any nonzero positive element x of A , the hereditary C*-subalgebra

(A/I)n(X) of A/I generated by 7r(x) is just n(Ax) and so it suffices to show

that n(Ax) has an infinite projection whenever x ^ 7. First we show that

Ax n ann(7) ^ 0. Assuming not, for each b £ (Ax)+ and z e ann(7), we have

b(z*z)b £ Ax n ann(7) = 0, i.e., zb = 0. Hence (Ax)+ C ann(ann(7)) =

7, which contradicts n(Ax) ^ 0. Therefore, as a nonzero hereditary C*-

subalgebra of A , AXC\ ann(7) has an infinite projection. On the other hand, it

is obvious that n(Ax n ann(7)) = Ax n ann(7). Hence, n(Ax) has an infinite

projection because n(Ax n ann(7)) C n(Ax).

Recall that a C*-algebra A is said to be primitive if A does not contain two

orthogonal nonzero ideals.

Corollary 2. Let A be a purely infinite C*-algebra and I a closed two-sided

ideal in A  with ann(7) ^ 0.   If A/I is primitive, then A/I is also purely

infinite.

Proof. Assuming ann(ann(7)) contains 7 strictly, we have that 7i(ann(7)) and

7i(ann(ann(7))) are two orthogonal nonzero ideals in A/I, which contradicts

our assumption that A/I is primitive. Hence ann(ann(7)) = 7 and we complete

our proof by Theorem 1.

Corollary 3. Let A be a purely infinite C*-algebra. If I is a prime closed two-

sided ideal in A with ann(7)^0, then A/1 is purely infinite.

Proof. It is easy to show that A/I is primitive if 7 is prime. Therefore, A/I

is purely infinite by Corollary 2.

In [6, Theorem 1.1], it was proved that if A is a a -unital C* -algebra with

FS, then every hereditary C*-subalgebra of M(A) satisfies LP. As mentioned

in the introduction, the purely infinite C*-algebra M(W ®3?) does not have

FS, while every hereditary C*-subalgebra of M(W ® 3?) satisfies LP since

^^Jf is a a-unital C*-algebra with FS.

Corollary 4. Let A be a purely infinite C*-algebra such that every hereditary

C*-subalgebra of A satisfies LP. 7/7 is a unital closed two-sided ideal in A,

then A/I is purely infinite.
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Proof. Let q be the unit of 7. To prove our assertion, it suffices to show that

ann(ann(7)) = 7 by Theorem 1. Assuming ann(ann(7)) ^ 7, we can take a

nonzero projection p in ann(ann(7)) with p d- / because 7 and ann(ann(7))

satisfy LP. Then it is easy to show that p - pqp is a nonzero element of

ann(7) n ann(ann(7)), which is a contradiction.

Remark 5. For the question when purely infiniteness is preserved under exten-

sions, the following partial answer would be well known to the specialists, as was

pointed out by the referee: Let 7 be a closed two-sided ideal in a C* -algebra

A with FS. If 7 and A/I are purely infinite and every projection in A/I lifts

to a projection in A , then A is also purely infinite.

3. Stability of purely infinite simple C*-algebras

Let us recall some terminology: An element x of a unital C*-algebra A is

well-supported if there is a projection p £ A with x = xp and x*x invertible

in pAp, and a C*-algebra A is completely a-unital [7] if every hereditary

C*-subalgebra of A is rj-unital.

Theorem 6. Let A be a completely a-unital simple C*-algebra. Then the fol-

lowing are equivalent:

(a) A is purely infinite.
(b) A is infinite and Ax is either stable or unital for each nonzero positive

element x of A.

Proof, (a) => (b) This was proved by Zhang [11, Theorem 1.2] for a-unital

purely infinite simple C* -algebras.

(b) => (a) Let x £ A+. If Ax is stable, then Ax = Ax ® 3f = A <g> 3t by [2,
Theorem 1.2], and so Ax is infinite because A®3? is infinite by the assumption.

Now, it remains to show that each unital hereditary C* -subalgebra Ax of

A has an infinite projection. If Ax has a positive element y such that Ay

is nonunital, then Ay is stable by our assumption, and so it has an infinite

projection as above. Therefore, Ax has an infinite projection since Ay c Ax .

In order to complete our proof, it suffices to show that every unital hereditary

C* -subalgebra B of A has a positive element y such that Ay, which is a
C*-subalgebra of B, is nonunital. Since (y*Ay)~ is unital if and only if y

is well-supported [1, 6.1], it is equivalent to show that every unital hereditary

C*-subalgebra B of A has an element which is not well-supported.

Assume that every element in a unital hereditary C* -subalgebra B of A is

well-supported. By [1, Theorem 4.3.5], B has FS. Hence B has no minimal

projection [1,4] since B is an infinite-dimensional C*-algebra. Therefore, we

can take a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections qn , n = 1, 2, 3, ... .

Then y = 2^ti(2")_1tfn is a positive element of B, and so there exists a

projection q £ B such that yq = y and y*y is invertible in qBq . Since

2^Qn = Qny = Qn(yq) = ^fQnQ ,

we have q„<q for each n— 1,2,3, ... .
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Now, we consider zm = y*y - (22m)~xq for m = 1, 2, 3, ... . Then

CO j j

Zm =  ]C J1"0" ~ 22nl(°m + (a~ °m))
n=\

OO j j

=  Z^ Z2"a" ~ 2f^(° ~ °m^ >
njim

and so qmzm - zmqm = 0, m = 1,2,3.Hence, zm is not invertible in

qBq, and the spectrum of y*y in qBq contains the sequence {(2lm)~x : m -

1,2,3,...}. Therefore the spectrum contains 0, which contradicts the fact

that y is well-supported by q .

Remark 7. It is well known [1, Theorem 4.3.5] that a C*-algebra A has FS if
and only if the well-supported selfadjoint elements of A are dense in Asa . In

spite of this fact, we have shown in the above proof that there is no infinite-

dimensional simple unital C*-algebra with FS in which every element is well-

supported.
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